The inherent distributed nature of adaptive Systems of Systems (SoS) raises new demands of modeling, understanding, and managing system interactions. Current modeling languages such as general purpose modeling languages or domain specific modeling languages do not aim at the modeling of distributed, adaptive systems together with their interactions, and their influence on each other as first class entities. Former research shows the applicability of explicit feedback loop modeling to achieve a decoupling of the domain logic from the adaptive capabilities of the overall system, but lacks in specifying interactions of distributed feedback loops. In this paper, we introduce the Deurema modeling language, which provides concepts for the specification of collaborations in adaptive SoS between feedback loops. Thereby, we consider collaborations, the exchanged data in form of runtime models, and the adaptation activities inside the systems as first class entities. Furthermore, we show the applicability of our modeling language by describing two state-of-the-art case studies. Therefore, the Deurema modeling language is a first step towards the explicit description of distributed feedback loops between systems of a SoS.
INTRODUCTION
The inherent distributed nature of adaptive Systems of Systems (SoS) raises new demands of modeling, understanding and managing system interactions [15, 17] . Due to an increasing demand concerning functionality and flexibility, beforehand isolated system solutions became interconnected, which leads to an emergent behavior of the overall SoS depending on the contained systems. Furthermore, each system often has individual self-* capabilities and is aware of its environment to fluently react on changing demands, errors, and environmental conditions. Systems with self-* capabilities are called (self-)adaptive systems [8] , where the adaptive part is usually designed in form of an explicit modeled feedback loop that separates the domain logic from the adaptive capabilities of the system [7] . Moreover, each system often optimizes its behavior according to local goals and conditions, where the overall distributed system has to achieve global requirements that cannot be reached by the systems alone. Therefore, systems combine available resources and functionalities by sharing information and interacting with other systems. Modeling the interactions (collaborations) of assembled, adaptive SoS are the motivation of our research following the research question: How can a modeling language comprise the interactions between independent, distributed systems in adaptive System of Systems?
The focus of this paper related to that research question is mainly motivated by Stankovic et al. [9] , who emphasized that building adaptive SoS "requires a deep understanding of how to model and analyze large-scale systems' behaviors, which necessitate large-scale coordination and cooperation". Furthermore, Weyns et al. [17] show the need of coordinating adaptive systems by introducing a set of typical pattern for distributed feedback loops derived from case studies. Therefore, a modeling language should include a well-defined set of concepts with a nonambiguous semantic that suits the description of collaborations among explicit modeled feedback loops in adaptive SoS.
Targeting the research question, our contribution in this paper is twofold. First, we introduce our Deurema 1 modeling language, which is able to describe collaboration aspects in distributed, adaptive SoS and extends our previous work on the Eurema modeling language [11] concerning the distribution and collaboration aspects. Second, we evaluate our Deurema language by modeling two case studies. The first case study is used as running example to introduce the Deurema concepts, where distributed, autonomous robots must coordinate each other building a platoon. The second case study is motivated by Vromant et al. [13] and describes a distributed, self-healing traffic monitoring system. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we motivate modeling language requirements and introduce our running example as first case study. Subsequently, we discuss concepts from our former work looking at the Eurema modeling language. Afterwards, we introduce our Deurema modeling language concepts in Section 3. The realization of the second case study is presented in Section 4, followed by a related work discussion in Section 5. Finally, we conclude with a discussion and future work in Section 6.
PRELIMINARIES
Depending on the domain, different terms are used to describe the nature of large scale distributed system types such as Networked Cyber-Physical System (NCPS), Ultra-LargeScale Systems (ULSS), or Systems of Systems (SoS). Because the aim of this paper is the introduction of a rigorous modeling language to describe collaborations between independent, distributed systems, rather than focusing on a special domain, we use the term SoS for the rest of this paper to pinpoint the distribution and independence aspects that are the determining force towards the need of joint collaborations. In this section, we firstly pinpoint typical SoS characteristics, which lead to a set of requirements for a collaboration modeling language. Afterwards, we introduce our running example and describe the Eurema modeling language, which provides basic concepts from our former work.
System of Systems Characteristics
A comprehensive discussion about SoS characteristics can be found in our former work [15] , where we identify four main characteristics for adaptive SoS on basis of real research scenarios that we named C-1 open, C-2 dynamic, C-3 collaborative, and C-4 independent. The openness characteristic of a SoS is based on the assembled systems that may leave or join the overall SoS during system operation at arbitrary point in times. Therefore, C-1 causes other SoS characteristics such as distribution, scalability or flexibility, which leads to an overall dynamic (C-2 ) behavior of the SoS. Also known as self-* capabilities [8] such as selfmodification or self-management, an adaptive SoS behavior is able to handle varying system structures during runtime or cope with the emergence of system functionalities. The collaborative C-3 characteristic raises two challenges. First, the emergent behavior, which is a result from the local capabilities of the contained systems, must be coordinated at the SoS level. Second, each system usually follows local optimization strategies, which in the worst case, contradict global goals of the overall SoS. Therefore, the SoS is responsible to find an appropriate balance between local and global goal optimization strategies, which have to be coordinated, too. Finally, the independent C-4 characteristic describes the decentralized evolution of the SoS, which on the one hand implies an autonomous and concurrent operation of the systems and on the other hand, causes challenges of incomplete views on the overall system data and appropriate orchestration mechanisms guiding the interplay of systems.
Modeling Language Requirements
Concerning our research question in Section 1, the SoS characteristics influence the design of our collaboration modeling language. Because SoS usually have adaptive capabilities, which further can be realized in form of feedback loops [7] , we put our emphasize on those aspects of a SoS, where systems containing elements of such feedback loops are composed to achieve a coordinated adaptation. Additionally, we focus on adaptive systems that follow the MAPE-K approach from Kephart et al. [7] that are systems with dedicated adaptation activities called Monitor, Analyze, Plan, and Execute around a common Knowledge base. This imposes several requirements for designing a modeling language for collaboration that we have comprehensively discussed in [15] that are briefly summarized in the following.
The modeling language should support different coordination schemes (R-1 ) for the distributed SoS ranging from hierarchical control to completely decentralized system solutions. Because we consider feedback loops, the coordination types (R-2 ) should include variants of intra-loop (inside systems) and inter-loop (between systems) coordination (cf. [13] ). Thereby, the modeling language should offer the delegation of tasks among systems (R-3 ). Furthermore, the separation of concerns (R-4 ) for the local behavior and interaction activities related to a collaboration are desirable. Additionally, the modeling language should support the specification of an interaction protocol (R-5 ) and different variants of knowledge representation (R-6 ) that would increase interoperability between collaboration participants. Finally, concepts for knowledge exchange (R-7 ) and different communication mechanisms (R-8 ) should be provided.
Running Example
In order to introduce the modeling language concepts of Deurema, we consider a collaboration scenario between autonomous robots that build a platoon as illustrated on the left in Figure 1 . We choose this platoon case study as running example because of the distributed nature of the overall system, which shows typical characteristics of an adaptive SoS such as openness (C-1 ), dynamic (C-2 ) and collaborative behavior (C-3 ), and independent systems (C-4 ). One dedicated leader robot is aware of a path through an unknown environment, where the path consists of predefined spatial coordinates named waypoints. The leader drives along the path by navigating to each waypoint beginning at a start position towards the destination point. The global goal for each robot is to reach the destination point, where robots are only allowed to move within the platoon. Caused by this constraint, the global goal can only be achieved if follower robots collaborate with the leader robot. If the platoon is detected, a robot can register at the leader robot to join the platoon. Each robot autonomously avoids detected obstacles and keeps safety distance while moving in the platoon. In the example in this paper, a robot can be concerned with the following collaboration scenarios: First, a robot detects the platoon and tries to register itself at the responsible leader robot to become a follower robot. Second, a follower robot sends periodically heart beat signals to the leader indicating proper platoon following. Third, a follower robot may send its sensed environmental information about obstacles to the leader robot. Each robot adaptively optimizes its own energy consumption according to local goals that influences its moving and sensing capabilities.
Therefore, the software architecture of each robot is designed as self-adaptive system consisting of two parts (cf. structural sketch on the right in Figure 1 ). The adaptable software layer consists of components that encapsulate hard- ware sensors (e. g., battery, distance sensors) and the move logic of the robot. On top of the adaptable software system, an adaptation engine runs a feedback loop realizing self-configuration capabilities according to the current situation of the robot (e. g.,within or outside of the platoon).
We describe the self-configuration feedback loop of the robot in Section 2.4, when we introduce the Eurema modeling language. However, the adaptation loop deactivates all unnecessary components at runtime optimizing energy consumption. On the one hand, each robot behaves autonomously and optimizes its behavior according to local strategies. On the other hand, robots must collaborate with each other to reach the global goal arriving at the destination.
The Eurema Modeling Language
Executable Runtime Megamodels (Eurema) [11] is a seamless model-driven engineering approach for the specification and execution of feedback loops for self-adaptive systems following the external approach as described in [7] . The Eurema modeling language is used to explicitly specify feedback loops and decouple those from the domain logic (adaptable software system). The resulting models are kept alive at runtime and the Eurema interpreter directly executes these models to run the feedback loops. The basic concepts of Eurema rely on runtime models that capture the knowledge and adaptation activities (MAPE) that perform model operations on the runtime models. Both are used to specify feedback loops according to MAPE-K [7] . Eurema provides the behavioral specification of feedback loops in so-called Feedback Loop Diagrams (FLDs) and the architectural specification of feedback loops in potentially multiple layers in Layer Diagrams (LDs).
On the left in Figure 2 , an Eurema FLD is shown that specifies a Self-Configuring feedback loop of our running example (cf. Figure 1 ). An activity is represented by a hexagon block arrow labeled with its name and stereotyped with the adaptation step of MAPE-K to which it belongs. The control flow is defined by solid arrows connecting activities. A runtime model is represented by a rectangle labeled with its name and stereotyped with its runtime model type (cf. [14] ). In the FLD in Figure 2 , the Architectural Model is a system model that reflects the current component configuration of the robot. The usage of models as input or output of activities is reflected by dashed arrows labeled with the kind of usage (writing, reading, or annotating models). Thus, the FLD defines a Self-Configuring feedback loop as a sequence of activities that perform model operations all using the Architectural Model that reflects the adaptable software of the robot. The Update activity monitors the adaptable software and keeps the architectural model up-to-date by using Monitoring Rules. The Check Robot Status activity uses two evaluation models to check whether the current robot architecture is appropriate to the given goals and annotates violation respectively. Afterwards, if necessary, the Optimize activity applies Configuration Strategies on the architectural model to prescribe a reconfiguration that is executed by the Effect activity by using the Synchronization Rules.
LDs provide an architectural instance view of the layered architecture and the individual loops (cf. LD on the right in Figure 2 ). In a LD, feedback loops or individual adaptation activities as specified by FLDs are instantiated to feedback loop modules (stereotyped rectangles in LDs labeled with the adaptation steps they are realizing) while software modules refer to black box components that are not specified by Eurema, as for example the adaptable software of the robot. The :Self-Configuring feedback loop is executed if the :Adaptable Robot emits an event of type BatteryChanged notifying about a status change of the robot battery level and when 10s after the termination of its previous run have elapsed.
The Eurema interpreter directly executes the feedback loops as specified by the FLDs. Eurema focuses on selfadaptive software with non-distributed feedback loops [11] . Therefore, Eurema partially supports the coordination of local feedback loops as emphasized in R-1 and R-2 but lacks modeling distribution aspects. Furthermore, Eurema uses runtime models as first class entities considering R-6 . Thus, collaboration aspects for the derived requirements R-3 , R-4 , R-5 , R-7 , and R-8 are missing. Finally, Eurema cannot execute multiple feedback loops in parallel.
DEUREMA MODELING LANGUAGE
Concerning our research question, our approach aims at the systematic modeling of interactions among multiple feedback loops with runtime models in adaptive SoS to achieve a coordinated self-adaptation. In the following, we consider feedback loops that follow the MAPE-K blueprint, where the activities of the feedback loop share various runtime models that refine the abstract notion of the knowledge in MAPE-K [12, 14] . Consequently, the knowledge exchange between coordinating feedback loops corresponds to the exchange of specific runtime models between the loops. As discussed in Section 2, a collaboration specification for adaptive SoS comprises several aspects such as intra-loop and inter-loop coordination, the collaboration participants, the shared knowledge, or the interaction protocol. Therefore, we identified five steps that are covered by our Deurema modeling language approach as depicted in Figure 3 . The specification of the collaboration structure defining the participants (cf. Section 3.1) is the first step towards a joint interaction of feedback loops followed by modeling of the shared knowledge base (cf. Section 3.2). Both, the structure and knowledge specification are the basis for the choreography specification, which comprises the concrete protocols and interaction steps for the collaboration participants as emphasized in Section 3.3. The realization of the collaboration is defined by the collaboration role mapping, where individual collaboration activities are assigned to feedback loop activities as discussed in Section 3.5. Finally, the deployment specification describes how collaborations and corresponding feedback loops are related to each other in a concrete instance situation of the adaptive SoS. In the following, we introduce the concepts in detail.
Collaboration Structure Specification
The collaboration structure specification defines the Collaboration types, the Role types that participate in the collaboration, and how many instances of each role may participate in a collaboration instance. In the context of the adaptive SoS, a role is an abstract entity that must be realized by (parts of) a feedback loop (cf. collaboration mapping in Section 3.5). As a consequence, roles separate the collaboration behavior of feedback loops from the local behavior of the feedback loops in the systems according to R-4 . For our running example, Figure 4 depicts the structure of the collaboration type (ellipse) named Platoon with its two roles (the rectangles) Leader and Follower. Note, we use a related UML notation for the concrete syntax with additional stereotypes for better recognition. However, the difference from the Deurema language to UML is discussed in Section 5. The collaboration type represents the intended interactions of feedback loops within the inter-loop coordination of the platoon between leader and follower robots.
The number of possible instances for each role (the multiplicities) is directly modeled at the edge to each role type. As an extension of UML collaborations, we support the specification of multiplicities for roles and distinguish between a Figure 4 , within an instance of the Platoon collaboration, exactly one robot can perform the Leader role and multiple robots, but at least one, perform the Follower role. Thus, one leader robot collaborates with multiple follower robots in a platoon.
To demonstrate the usage of optional roles, a possible extension of our running example could be an optional observer role for the platoon. Optional roles are not necessary to realize the collaboration but may support it in most cases. For example, beside the Leader and Follower, an Observer role in the Platoon collaboration with knowledge about additional global safety constraints is conceivable. The observer collects information about the robot platoon ensuring that the global safety conditions are met all the time. Based on the collaboration structure, we specify the used knowledge for each collaboration type as discussed in the following section.
Collaboration Knowledge Specification
Defining the structure of a collaboration is a first step to identify all possible participants that interact with, and therefore influence, each other. Another important aspect is the sharing of knowledge to get the required information from other participants that are used to perform as expected within the role behavior of the corresponding collaboration. However, exchanging knowledge can be broken down to the exchange of runtime models, which are modeled as first class entities in the knowledge specification considering R-6 and partially R-7 . Thus, the knowledge specification explicitly determines the runtime model types and the amount of data that is involved in the collaboration. Furthermore, the runtime models must be defined by their types, that are, their metamodels. Beside the type of a runtime model, each runtime model belongs to a category defining the purpose of the model. For example, a runtime model that contains information about the software system environment can be considered as context model. We already comprehensively discussed different runtime model categories together with their purpose and characteristics in our former work [12, 14] .
For the collaboration knowledge specification, we distinguish three cases of runtime model treatment in a collaboration. First, runtime models declared as incoming must be provided before the collaboration interaction starts. Second, internal models are used in the collaboration context only and are not provided to the outside. Third, outgoing runtime models are provided by the collaboration and contain changes that occur during the interaction of participants.
In our running example, we observe two internal runtime model types for the beforehand specified platoon collaboration type. First, within the Platoon collaboration, a Convoy runtime model contains the information about the number and positions of follower robots in the platoon. Second, information about the environment in form of obstacles are gathered in the Obstacles context runtime model type (cf. Platoon interface in Figure 7 ). As we discuss later, a follower robot can decide to share its observation about the environment within the platoon collaboration, which might increase the coverage of the observed obstacles at the leader robot. For obtaining the obstacles in the environment, the follower robot uses a set of Monitoring Rules, which is a runtime model provided by the local feedback loop to the collaboration. The exchange of obstacles can lead to a replanning of the path, which is stored in the Route runtime model and is provided after the collaboration interaction.
Note that the knowledge specification may evolve during the specification of the collaboration behavior (cf. Section 3.3). It is also possible to derive the knowledge specification from the collaboration behavior by looking at all interactions, which is beyond the scope of this paper. The metamodels for the runtime model types are typically applicationspecific and therefore not discussed. In general, we allow arbitrary metamodels that facilitates the use of our modeling language for a broad range of self-adaptive systems.
Collaboration Choreography Specification
The choreography specification embodies the concrete interaction behavior by means of an interaction protocol R-5 . Additionally, roles may delegate or coordinate tasks in form of activities to other participants (roles) within the collaboration R-3 . The interaction protocol comprises the sending and receiving of messages as well as the manipulation and exchange of the runtime models R-7 . Therefore, the choreography specification comprises an arbitrary number of Interactions for each collaboration type that further consists of so-called Operations. Figure 6 depicts two interactions for our running example that are modeled as complex activities (hexagon block with ellipse label, cf. Eurema concepts in Section 2.4) that are further refined in Figure 5 . The Keep Alive and Share Environment interaction in the Platoon collaboration realize the heartbeat constraint and the optional sharing of obstacle information between robots. Inside interactions, we consider four basic operation types that are the exchange of runtime models via Model Messages, the manipulation of runtime models (e. g., read, write) by Activities, the synchronization or triggering of interaction activities via Messages, and finally the invocation of Services. In the following, we introduce each operation type by modeling the running example interactions.
Keep Alive Interaction: -The Keep Alive interaction on the left in Figure 5 shows the usage of an message named Alive. Messages can be used for triggering a collaboration participant by either waiting until one other role receives the message synchronously or asynchronously emitting the message and continuing own execution. Messages are labeled with its name and always consist of at least one sender and one receiver that must be located in separated roles. Furthermore, a timing guard in a message delays the sending or stops the waiting of an emitted trigger at the receiver side by the specified amount of time.
As shown for the Keep Alive interaction, the Follower role emits the Alive message directly after starting the interaction. The Leader is able to receive the message but waits at most 30 seconds for it. Both roles finish its execution, in the context of the Keep Alive interaction, after message exchange.
The invocation of a service is shown in the middle of Figure 5 , where we model a second version of the Keep Alive interaction. In the diagram, the Follower role invokes an Alive Service that is located at the Leader role lane. This is only possible, if the service is visible to other roles that are defined in the corresponding role interface (cf. Section 3.4). The service must be invoked within 30 seconds, otherwise the leader role removes the follower from the Convoy model. The Keep Alive interaction can be modeled in different ways, which leads to different collaboration role interfaces.
Share Environment Interaction: -The last two operation types that can be used by specifying interactions are the sending of Model Messages and the manipulation of runtime models by Activities. Both types are explained in the following by looking at the Share Environment interaction of our running example as depicted on the right in Figure 5 . Each follower robot can decide to share its observation about the environment by sending detected obstacles to the leader robot. Thus, within the collaboration interaction, the Follower role performs a scan of the environment enabled by the provided Monitoring Rules (cf. role interface in Section 3.4). Afterwards, the observed obstacles are written to the corresponding runtime model that is shared via a Model Message with the Leader role (cf. stereotyped runtime model that crosses the boundaries of the two roles). The leader reads the shared obstacle information and annotates it into a local Obstacles runtime model. Afterwards, the leader checks and if necessary adapts the current route. Because the sharing of obstacles is optional, a timing constraint skips the providing/waiting for the obstacle information after 30 seconds and finishes the collaboration interaction for both roles.
In general, Activities manipulate (e. g., read, write, annotate) runtime models, which is a basic concept and already introduced in the Eurema modeling language. We adopt this concept so that it can be used for the specification of collaboration interactions. Furthermore, the sharing of knowledge between roles can be done by Model Messages, whereas an activity in one role must write the runtime model and an activity located in another role reads it. During the modeling of the collaboration structure, knowledge and choreography specification, we derive corresponding interfaces for each role and interaction. Thereby, we identify which role uses which operations and runtime models from the choreography. We can retrieve the order of operations following the control flow of every interaction. For our running example, we retrieve the sending/receiving of a message if we look at the Alive interaction, the invocation of a service inside the Keep Alive II interaction, and finally the sharing of an Obstacles runtime model from the Share Environment interaction that is depicted in Figure 7 . Furthermore, we can identify runtime models that are shared within the collaboration as the Obstacles model, which is sent from the follower to the leader robot. Incoming runtime models needed by the interaction and outgoing runtime models provided by the interaction are modeled in the corresponding role interface in Figure 7 . For example, the Follower role needs the Monitoring Rules in the collaboration (cf. Share Environment interaction in Figure 5 ). Thus, the interface of a role comprises the manipulation and exchange of runtime models, the choreography of activities, and the invocation of services for all collaboration interactions.
Collaboration and Role Interfaces

Collaboration Role Mapping
The collaboration role mapping describes how collaboration interactions are integrated into the feedback loop (adaptive behavior). Collaboration activities are woven into the local feedback loop and appear as additional activities in the existing feedback loop. Consequently, collaboration interactions are separated from local feedback loop activities as emphasized by R-4 . In this paper, we weave the collaboration activities (modeled as interactions) into the local feedback loop behavior as shown in Figure 8 . In Deurema, interactions can be inserted into the control flow that is before and after existing feedback loop activities (cf. FLD in Figure 2 ). The advantage of this approach is that there is no break in the abstraction level, where we can clearly distinguish between local feedback loop activities and collaboration interactions.
Following our running example in Figure 8 , the Self-Configuring feedback loop will at first perform the local Update activity, which starts the adaptation process of the adaptation engine. Subsequently, the feedback loops sequentially participates in the Keep Alive interaction followed by the sharing of obstacles with other robots (Share Environment interaction) before it finishes the local analyzing, planning, and execution activities. For simplicity, we use one FLD for the leader and follower role as labeled at the top right in Figure 8 . If the collaboration interactions should be locally performed differently, we can model an individual FLD for each role. Furthermore, the in-and outgoing runtime models needed by the Share Environment interaction are modeled with the corresponding model operations (cf. interactions in Figure 5 and derived interface description in Figure 7 ). In Deurema, we extend the Eurema LDs for modeling the deployment of modules in a concrete instance situation. Therefore, LDs contain module instances that can be black boxes (e. g., adaptable software modules) or white boxes that are further defined by FLDs. The LD for our running example comprising a leader and one follower robot is depicted in Figure 9 . Each robot runs two modules that contain the adaptable software and the self-configuring feedback loop. Moreover, the intra feedback loop coordination is realized via a BatteryChanged trigger event from the adaptable software and the inter feedback loop coordination is handled by the Platoon collaboration. For a collaboration instance, the corresponding role instances are annotated at the edges. For example, the left :Self-Configuring module in Figure 9 performs the :Follower role of the :Platoon collaboration, whereas the right FLD instance takes the :Leader role. Thus, the Deurema LD models the usage of the collaboration types R-3 as well as their distribution R-2 among the feedback loop instances.
Collaboration Deployment Specification
CASE STUDY
Showing the overall applicability of our Deurema modeling language, we model a second case study that is introduced by Vromant et al. [13] . They describe a traffic monitoring system that uses intra-loop and inter-loop coordination for realizing self-healing capabilities and thus uses multiple, interacting feedback loops. The traffic monitoring system consists of cameras that are placed along the road detecting traf- The coordination inside an organization follows the master slave interaction pattern, where the master role is dynamically elected. Furthermore, the system is able to detect camera failures that eventually trigger a reorganization of existing camera interactions. Therefore, the inter-loop coordination is necessary between cameras inside an organization and its neighbors. Beside the inter-loop coordination, cameras are designed as self-adaptive system, where a self-healing feedback loop runs on top of the domain functionality (an agent that realizes the traffic jam detection called local traffic system).
We use this case study, because it comprises different types of collaborations that are mandatory to realize the system functionality. Furthermore, we model the collaborations in our modeling language using the system description in [13] without redesigning the system structure by ourselves showing that we can describe the collaboration aspects.
We found two collaboration types that are depicted on top in Figure 10 . First, a distributed communication infrastructure links the local traffic detection systems and the selfhealing subsystems to each other. As a consequence, each camera is able to communicate with other cameras (e. g., for the master election). Therefore, we model the Communication collaboration with two roles that represent the domain logic and self-healing subsystem. The number of both roles is not limited as long as there is at least one Local Traffic System and one Self-Healing Subsystem in the collaboration.
We consider the inter-loop coordination in the second collaboration type called Organization. As described above, one organization consists of exact one Master role and an arbitrary number of Slave roles. Note that the Slave role is an optional multi-role. As a consequence, an organization may contain only one camera that is the master node [13] .
The self-healing intra-loop coordination between the domain logic (Agent) and adaptation engine is realized with Eurema trigger called Monitoring and Repair (cf. LD in Figure 10) . While the former trigger is related to the status of an agent, the latter trigger copes with camera failures and master role changes bringing the agent back to a consistent state. Alternatively, the intra-loop coordination can be realized by a local collaboration using Deurema concepts.
After specifying the possible collaboration types, we retrieve the collaboration orchestration in form of interactions from [13] as shown below the collaboration structure specification in Figure 10 . The interactions concerning the communication are a generic Send and Receive that allows the sending respectively receiving of arbitrary message types. Furthermore, Vromant et al. [13] describe two main inter-loop coordinations within an organization. First, a ping/echo protocol detects camera failures and is encapsulated in the HeartBeat interaction. The second interaction handles the master election within an organization. Because of space limitations, we omit the details of the interactions and refer to [13] , where the corresponding activities are outlined.
As a next step, we model the local feedback loop behavior together with the required interactions as shown in the Self-Healing Subsystem FLD in Figure 10 . Each feedback loop maintains a Dependency Model that contains the dependencies of the local camera system to other cameras within the current organization and neighbor relationships. Furthermore, the Repair Strategies runtime model contains a predefined set of repair actions coping with different failure scenarios. Vromant et al. [13] use a single MAPE feedback loop that is represented by the four white activities. Furthermore, we schedule the interactions related to the communication (Receive, Send) at the beginning respectively end of the feedback loop. After the update of the local traffic monitoring system in the Dependency Model, the camera performs the required heartbeat. If necessary, the Self-Healing Subsystem performs a new master election between its local analyzing and planning activities.
The LD at the bottom in Figure 10 shows an instance situation with three cameras inside one organization. Each camera consists of two modules that are triggered by the Monitoring or Repair event for the intra-loop, self-healing coordination. Furthermore, each feedback loop module uses the same instance of the Communication collaboration that enables an appropriate message exchange. Finally, the camera on the right in the LD takes the leadership of the organization indicated by the Master role assignment, whereas the other two cameras perform as slaves. In summary, we are able to model the collaboration aspects of the traffic monitoring system with our Deurema modeling language.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss the state of the art related to the modeling of collaborations in adaptive SoS. Because we present a modeling language, we have to look at existing general-purpose modeling languages. From the systems engineering perspective, SysML [5] or Architecture Description Languages offer powerful concepts for the specification of the system architecture, it subcomponents, and distribution aspects. For the software engineering perspective, UML [3] and SoaML [4] provide basic concepts for the modeling of collaborations and interaction behavior. Because of the generality of these modeling languages, they do not consider specifics of self-adaptive systems, feedback loop modeling, the representation of knowledge as runtime models, and the coupling of shared knowledge inside a collaboration.
Beside general-purpose modeling languages, there are several modeling approaches tailoring very specific problems in the context of self-adaptive systems.
For example, Weyns et al. [16] have identified the need of coordination presenting their FORMS reference model. As an extension, Iftikhar et al. [6] provide an approach to formally model the MAPE activities using timed automata. Recently, Calinescu et al. [1] presented the DECIDE approach that enables runtime verification of completely decentralized feedback loops on basis of probabilistic models. None of these approaches focuses on the development of a collaboration modeling language for adaptive SoS as emphasized in Section 2. Furthermore, the treating of the knowledge as runtime models and the influence of knowledge sharing activities to multiple feedback loops are not considered.
Beside the modeling of collaborations, there are frameworks that support the development of distributed, adaptive systems. Examples are hierarchical self-adaptation with decentralized control from Vromant et al. [13] , the PLASMA approach described by Tajalli et al. [10] , and the Rainbow architecture framework from Garlan et al. [2] . However, almost all frameworks hide the collaboration aspects within the framework architecture. Therefore, the interaction of the systems is hidden in the specific implementation details of the frameworks. On the one hand, because of the different purpose of a framework and a modeling language, we cannot directly compare both with respect to our derived modeling language requirements as discussed in Section 2. But on the other hand, we can benefit from the existing frameworks bringing ideas of explicit knowledge representation, goal handling, multi-level modeling, runtime models, and collaboration as first class entities together.
Weyns et al. [17] identified the need of coordinating distributed feedback loops in decentralized self-adaptive systems. They introduce a set of pattern for typical coordination scenarios and describe how adaptation activities should be shared among feedback loops to achieve proper coordination. The presented patterns ignore the knowledge in feedback loops and lack specifying the concrete collaboration interactions of the participating feedback loop activities.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, nowadays no approaches to systematically model and develop distributed self-adaptive software and the coordination of their feedback loops exist. Existing approaches for distributed selfadaptive systems just present specific solutions for particular problems of such systems or they provide architectural frameworks supporting the implementation. However, all of them do not explicitly specify how the distributed feedback loops are coordinated. For a more exhaustive related work discussion we refer to our work in [15] .
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we introduced our Deurema modeling language concepts, which are based on typical characteristics for adaptive SoS as discussed in Section 2. From these characteristics, we derived general requirements for a collaboration modeling language that we addressed by introducing our modeling language concepts. As basis, we use our former Eurema modeling language and extend it with respect to collaboration and distributed feedback loops supporting intra-loop and inter-loop coordination. Therefore, Deurema supports the modeling of collaboration interaction between feedback loops, which enables an independent execution of Deurema modules that are coupled over the collaboration specification. Furthermore, we seamlessly integrate the collaboration interactions into the local feedback loop behavior in form of complex activities. Beside the discussion about our modeling language concepts, we showed the applicability of Deurema by modeling two state-of-the-art case studies. As a next step, we want to simulate a complex adaptive SoS scenario towards a common understanding of the overall, emerged behavior and the coupling of feedback loops as specified by the collaboration modeling.
